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The Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (ESEM) is capable of image generation in a
gaseous environment at sample chamber pressures of up to 20 torr.' In an ESEM, low energy
secondary electrons emitted from a sample surface, by virtue of the primary electron beam,
are accelerated towards the positively biased metallic ring (typically +30 to +550V) Gaseous
Secondary Electron Detector (GSED). As these electrons accelerate towards the ring they
undergo ionizing collisions with gas molecules producing positive ions and additional electrons
known as environmental secondary electrons. The environmental electrons further ionize the
gas on their way to the ring producing a cascade amplification of the original signal. The
amplified signal induced in the ring is used to form an image. The electric field generated
between the GSED ring and the grounded stage causes the positive ions produced in the
cascade to drift towards the sample, effectively neutralizing negative charge build up on the
surface of a non-conducting sample.i It has recently been reported that a positive ion space
charge exists in the region between the GSED and the stage.' The positive ion space charge
develops because the mobility of an electron is approximately three orders of magnitude
greater than that of a heavier positive ion." The secondary electrons generated in the cascade
amplification process are therefore swept towards the GSED and removed from the gas at a
much faster rate than positive ions can recombine with electrons from the gas, sample, stage
and or chamber. The contrast and overall signal gain in images obtained in the ESEM are
essentially controlled by the distribution and recombination efficiency of positive ions in the
sample chamber.v'
The mechanisms of signal detection in the ESEM have been studied extensively for many years
and several authors have presented work that experimentally and theoretically investigate the
role of positive ions in the ESEM.3, 5,6,7 However little is known about the time dependence of
positive ion recombining processes and their effect on image formation. Time varying contrast
in GSED images, due to positive ion transients, have been reported;' however there is a need to
explore such phenomena at a quantitative level.
In this work the time dependence of the positive ion current is investigated as a function of
various parameters such as GSED bias, sample type (conductor and insulator), gas pressure,
gas type (Water vapour, Nitrogen and Argon) and stage geometry (conducting and insulating
stage configurations). The variation of the positive ion current with time was studied using an
earthed conducting probe connected to a sensitive electrometer and a digital data acquisition
system. The probe was situated in the specimen chamber near the sample and its position
relative to the stage, GSED and sample was kept constant throughout all experiments. For
each time resolved positive ion current measurement the primary beam current was measured
using a Faraday cup modified for use in the ESEM.6,7 The electron beam was then positioned
over the sample center, in spot mode, and the bias on the GSED ring, Vas ED,was set to zero
volts. After the positive ion current reached steady state, at zero volts, VaSEDwas then rapidly
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set to a predetermined voltage between +30V and' +550V: A small background signal induced
in the probe by the primary beam before the. onset of V GSED was subtracted from the ion
current versus time data set.
The time resolved ion current profiles show a general trend whereby the positive ion current
rises rapidly to a maximum value and then decays to a steady state value (Figure 1). The decay
of the positive ion current is attributed to the formation of a positive space charge between the
GSED and stage. The time taken to reach the maximum ion current and steady state depends
on the stage geometry (electric field distribution:' and.rionorecombination efficiency), VGSED
(cascade amplification) and gas type (ionization efficiency and cross-section).. .
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Figure 1: Positive ion current versus time for Argon and Nitrogen gases in the ESEM at 3.0
torr pressure. (VGSED= 160V, sample = insulating, stage = insulating)
